Angela R. Elbert Receives Daily Point of Light Award

Angela R. Elbert, a partner in Neal Gerber Eisenberg's Insurance Policyholder
practice group, received the Daily Point of Light Award for October 23, 2014. The
Daily Point of Light Award is a presidential honor given to volunteers who go
above and beyond in their efforts. Former President George H. W. Bush founded
Points of Light, the organization granting the award.
The committee was moved by Angela's work with Step Up and felt that she is a
true point of light in the community. Step Up is a national organization that
inspires women to inspire girls. Its mission is to propel girls from under-resourced
communities to fulfill their potential by empowering them to become confident,
college-bound, career-focused, and ready to join the next generation of
professional women. Angela, who has been involved with Step Up since 2010,
became chair of the National Board of Directors this year after serving as the chair
of the Chicago Board for the prior two years. Under her leadership, Step Up has
already announced its first plans to expand since 2006, with plans to enter two
new cities within the next five years.
Angela counsels clients on complex risk management and insurance issues and
helps them obtain the maximum recovery possible when claims arise. She
focuses her practice on advising entities and boards of directors on a wide variety
of risk management issues, including indemnification agreements, negotiating
insurance with the most favorable terms available in the marketplace, financial
insolvency concerns and insurance aspects of corporate transactions and other
business contracts.
Neal Gerber Eisenberg is proud of Angela's achievements, and we commend her
tireless efforts for the advancement and development of women.
Click here to read about Angela's Daily Point of Light Award
Click here to view Angela's biography
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